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Appendix 4. Stepwise Main Logic for Classifying Years Prior to 2012 to 
Land Uses 

The following steps serve as an informal, but structured, English language-like syntax for the main logic 
flow for classifying the 2002, 1992, 1982, and 1974 rasters (grids). It is designed to be supplemental 
information to the main text, and intended for users/readers who want significantly more detail. See 
main text for dataset descriptions and citations. 

These steps form the general logic flow. Where processing is tailored to a target “goal” number of pixels 
(for example, in Developed and Agriculture), specific values and parameters will differ by region and 
year, in order to map each region as accurately as possible. 

/********************** 

/* NOTES: 

/* Explanatory comments are preceded by /* 

/* Class names of USGS National Water-Quality Assessment Program (NAWQA) Wall-to-Wall 
Anthropogenic Land Use Trends (NWALT) classes are bolded (for example, Water, Developed, and so 
forth). 

/* Control words are in all caps (for example, IF, THEN, ELSE, and so forth). 

/* later_year_grid is the grid for the year following the one being processed (for example, for the initial 
loop, it is 2012). 

/* cur_year_grid is the grid for the year being processed (for example, for the initial loop, it is 2002). 

/* END NOTES 

/*********************************** 

/*********************************** 

/* Several steps make an intermediate classification to a Level 1 class that is indicated by a “Generic” 
label (for example, Generic Agriculture, which is later broken out to a specific class). 

/* Likewise, several steps make an intermediate classification to an “Unassigned” class. That means it is 
not known yet what it is and some checks are still pending.  

 1 

Do for each year 2002, 1992, 1982, and 1974 /* For example, first loop: later_year_grid eq 2012; 2 
cur_year_grid eq 2002. 3 

{ 4 

cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* Default; everything in grid assigned as Low Use. 5 

/*********************** 6 
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/* Check water against digitized polygons where water bodies were created. 7 

/*********************** 8 

IF later_year_grid == Water, THEN  9 

IF within a manually digitized reservoir poly and reservoir date >(2002, 1992, 1982, and 1974), 10 
THEN  11 

 /* Year threshold is era specific; for example, if building 2002 and reservoir date is 2003, then  12 

 /*   the water pixels within the digitized polygon were not Water in 2002. 13 

cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Then nonwater; Unassigned for now; still more to check 14 
later. 15 

ELSE 16 

cur_year_grid = Water   /* Then same as later_year_grid. 17 

ENDIF  /* End IF within manually digitized reservoir polygon. 18 

ENDIF  /* End IF later_year_grid == Water 19 

 20 

/*********************** 21 

/* Check digitized polygons where a dam was removed. 22 

/*********************** 23 

IF within a manually digitized dam-removal poly and dam-removal date >(2002, 1992, 1982, and 1974), 24 
THEN  25 

 /* Year threshold is era specific; for example, if building 2002 and dam-removal date is 2003, then  26 

 /*   the water pixels within the digitized polygon were water in 2002. 27 

  cur_year_grid = Water  /* NWALT class 11 28 

ENDIF  /* End IF manually digitized dam-removal poly. 29 

/*********************** 30 

/*Wetlands 31 

/*********************** 32 

IF later_year_grid == Wetlands, THEN 33 

cur_year_grid = Wetlands   /* Core wetlands, same each year 34 

ENDIF  /* End IF later_year_grid == Wetlands 35 

/*********************** 36 

/* Conservation 37 
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/*********************** 38 

IF later_year_grid == Conservation, THEN  39 

IF within a Projected Areas Database (PAD) Category 1 area and PAD establishment date >(2002, 40 
1992, 1982, and 1974), THEN  41 

 /* Year threshold is era specific; for example, if building 2002 and establishment date is 2003, 42 
then  43 

 /*   the pixels within the digitized polygon were not Conservation in 2002. 44 

cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Then non-Conservation; Unassigned for now 45 

ELSE 46 

cur_year_grid = Conservation   /* Then same as later_year_grid 47 

ENDIF  /* End IF within a PAD Category 1 area 48 

ENDIF  /* End IF later_year_grid == Conservation 49 

/*********************** 50 

/* Developed, Level 1 51 

/*********************** 52 

Calculate goal Developed percent for that era and region based on relationship of National Land Cover 53 
Database (NLCD) 2001–2011 change and hden 2000–2010 change, applied to the hden change for the 54 
target year. 55 

From that, calculate the number of pixels that need to change for each era and region (“Goal # of 56 
pixels”). 57 

IF later_year_grid == Developed and not in low-probability change mask, THEN /* Current year 58 
Developed always a subset of later years. 59 

 /* Identifying Developed pixels that were non-Developed in previous era is an iterative process, 60 
and varies by region and year. 61 

 WHILE number of pixels set to Unassigned does not approximate Goal # of pixels: 62 

  /* Each iteration of loop does not make permanent change till Goal achieved; final iteration 63 
makes actual change to cur_year_grid grid. 64 

  /* Break landscape into zones based on housing unit density (hden) change, current hden, 65 
and if it was previously Developed or not in a historical land cover/use dataset (Geographic Information 66 
Retrieval and Analysis System (GIRAS)/NLCDe 1992, NLCD 2001). More pixels will change where hden 67 
change is greatest, where current hden is low, and where previous historical land cover/use dataset 68 
indicates it was non-Developed. 69 

SWITCH based on value of hden change for that era, current year hden, and if Developed in 70 
cur_year_grid historical land cover/use dataset. 71 

  /* First three cases: areas of biggest change: 72 
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CASE high hden change, low current year hden, and not Developed previously.73 
 /* change >30 and current year hden >124. 74 

  Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic; a 75 
starting point, that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 76 

    cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not 77 
Developed. 78 

CASE high hden change, low current year hden, and Developed previously /* change 79 
>30 and current year hden >124. 80 

  Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer 81 
pixels because disagrees with historical land cover/use dataset. 82 

    cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not 83 
Developed. 84 

CASE high hden change, high current year hden, and not Developed previously.85 
 /* change >30 and current year hden >124. 86 

  Select (n * 0.6) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 87 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 88 

    cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not 89 
Developed. 90 

CASE low hden change, low current year hden, and not Developed previously.91 
 /* change >5 and <30 and current year hden <124. 92 

  Select (n * 0.5) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 93 
heuristic; a starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 94 

    cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not 95 
Developed. 96 

CASE low hden change, high current year hden, and not Developed previously.97 
 /* change >5 and <30 and current year hden <124. 98 

  Select (n * 0.4) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 99 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 100 

    cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not 101 
Developed. 102 

   default: 103 

No  change. 104 

  END SWITCH  105 

  /* Identify urban change not related to hden. 106 

  /* Catches some nonresidential changes outside urban areas, although most urban change 107 
is associated with hden zone changes at the partial block group scale. 108 
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  Identify pixels with known commercial/industrial/recreation/airport uses in the 109 
later_year_grid and are not Developed in the current year historical land cover/use dataset. For 2002, 110 
based simply on NLCD 2001–2011 changes. For 1992, based on NLDEe 1992 assisted by the NLCD 1992–111 
2001 Retrofit Change Product. For 1982, assume one-half GIRAS-indicated changes; for 1974, the other 112 
one-half. 113 

  cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not Developed. 114 

  /* Identify some major road changes not already mapped. 115 

  /* This process similarly varies slightly depending on the year, but likewise identifies a small 116 
number of pixels not already captured. 117 

  Identify number of major road pixels in later_year_grid; multiply by 0.007. /*estimate of 118 
major road change per decade over large region. 119 

  Identify the number already changed from the above processing. For 2002, this can be 120 
assisted by using 2000 Census roads. 121 

  Select the number still needed using rand() function.   122 

  cur_year_grid = Unassigned  /* Set to Unassigned; are now not Developed. 123 

 124 

 END WHILE /* End while loop to identify correct number of Goal pixels to be changed. 125 

ELSE IF later_year_grid == Developed  /* Else Developed that did not change. 126 

cur_year_grid = Developed  /* Generic Level 1 Developed for now. 127 

ENDIF  /* End IF later_year_grid == Developed 128 

 129 

 130 

/*********************** 131 

/* Mining/Extraction 132 

/*********************** 133 

/* 2002 Mining is slightly different than the 1992–1974 years, to keep the product as consistent as 134 
possible with the NLCD 2001–2011 series. 135 

IF year == 2002, THEN 136 

Intersect NLCD 2001 Barren (class 31) and any of (in-house mining polygons or State mining-137 
permitted areas or NLCDe 1992 class 32 120-m buffer or U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 138 
mining, metal or nonmetal points 2000-m buffer or (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 2000 oil/gas polys 139 
and EPA oil/gas points 2000-m buffer)). 140 

cur_year_grid = Production, Mining/Extraction  /* NWALT class 41 141 

ENDIF  142 

IF year == 1992, 1982, or 1974, THEN 143 
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 Calculate regional trend based on change in LC Trends data allocated to region. 144 

 Identify target number of mining pixels for this era and region. 145 

 WHILE target number of pixels not satisfied: 146 

Select that number of pixels from later_year_grid Mining – (rand() of  x * NLCDe 1992 Class 147 
32 pixels) + (rand() of y * GIRAS class 75 pixels). /* x and y are fractions that increase going 148 
back in time. 149 

Intersect those against (in-house mining polygons or State mining-permitted areas or 150 
NLCDe 1992 class 32 120-m buffer or EPA mining, metal or nonmetal points 2000-m buffer or 151 
(USGS cur_year_grid oil/gas polys and EPA oil/gas points 2000-m buffer)). 152 

If significantly less or more than target number, then iterate loop and select more or less. 153 

END WHILE 154 

cur_year_grid = Production, Mining/Extraction  /* NWALT class 41 155 

ENDIF  156 

/*********************** 157 

/* Assign interim classes here to the pixels above, which were coded as Unassigned. 158 

/* These might still change class further on as a result of the Mining and Agriculture processing. 159 

/*********************** 160 

 161 

IF cur_year_grid == Unassigned, THEN  /* Changed from previous year. 162 

SWITCH based on check of historical land cover/use dataset. /* (GIRAS/NLCDe 92/NLCD 01) 163 

CASE mining:  /* Fairly uncommon 164 

   cur_year_grid = Production, Mining/Extraction /* NWALT class 41  165 

  CASE agriculture: 166 

cur_year_grid = Production, Agriculture  /* (generic ag for now) 167 

  default: 168 

cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* NWALT class 50, but still could change below. 169 

 END SWITCH  170 

ENDIF  /* End IF cur_year_grid == Unassigned 171 

 172 

/*********************** 173 

/* Agriculture, Level 1 174 

/*********************** 175 
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/* Ensure agreement as much as possible with NLCD 2001 agriculture. 176 

/* Note, however, that this is within the constraints of the other conditions of getting to this point;  that 177 
is, it was not masked already by Water, Conservation, Developed, or Mining changes. 178 

IF year == 2002, THEN 179 

 IF (not already assigned from above (Water, Wetlands, Conservation, Developed, or Mining) and 180 
Agriculture in NLCD 2001, THEN 181 

  cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture for now 182 

 /* Check small number of pixels that were not Agriculture (Ag) in 2001 but had been “rural road-183 
filled” in 2012 and Ag. 184 

 ELSE IF (not already assigned from above (Water, Wetlands, Conservation, Developed, or Mining) 185 
and != Agriculture in NLCD 2001 but was rural-roads filler in 2012 and Agriculture in 2012, THEN 186 

  cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture for now 187 

 ENDIF 188 

 /* Check for largest county-level Census of Agriculture (CoA) changes as well. There should at 189 
least be some increase/decrease in Ag based on that, so the product agrees with both NLCD and CoA.   190 

SWITCH based on value of county TC change for 2012–2002 and if was Ag in prior year land cover. 191 

CASE decrease in TC from 2012 to 2002 >1 percent and not Ag in NLCDe 1992. 192 

 Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic adjustable by 193 
region. 194 

   cur_year_grid = Low Use   /* NWALT class 50; should be less Ag in this county 195 
than what NLCD01 shows. 196 

CASE increase in Total Cropland (TC) from 2012 to 2002 >1 percent and Ag in NLCDe 1992. 197 

 Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic adjustable by 198 
region. 199 

   cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture for now; 200 
should be more Ag in this county than what NLCD01 shows. 201 

  default: 202 

No change. 203 

 END SWITCH  /* End Switch based on value of county TC change.  204 

ENDIF  205 

 206 

IF year == 1992, 1982, or 1974, THEN  207 

Calculate goal Ag percent for that era and region based on change of CoA TC. 208 
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From that, calculate the number of pixels that need to change for each era and region (“Goal # of 209 
pixels”). 210 

IF not already assigned from above (Water, Wetlands, Conservation, Developed, or Mining) and 211 
not in low-probability change mask, THEN  212 

  /* identifying Ag pixels is an iterative process, and varies by region and year. 213 

  WHILE number of pixels set to Unassigned does not approximate Goal # of pixels: 214 

   /* Break landscape into zones based on county-level TC change, and if it was 215 
previously Ag or not in a historical land cover/use dataset (GIRAS/NLCDe 1992, NLCD 2001).  More pixels 216 
will change where TC change is greatest and where previous historical land use/land cover dataset 217 
indicates it was Ag. Add additional check for areas where the History Database of the Global 218 
Environment (HYDE) data indicate large Ag change and TC change in combination. 219 

SWITCH based on value of county TC change for that era, and if A in cur_year_grid 220 
historical land cover/use dataset. 221 

   /* First 5 cases: decrease in county-level Ag (for example, less in 1992 than 222 
2002). 223 

   /************************************************** 224 

 225 

CASE high TC decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 226 
2002 to 1992) and not Ag previously. /* change:  >2 percent loss of county Ag. 227 

   Select n of these pixels using rand() function  /* n is a heuristic; a 228 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 229 

     cur_year_grid = Low Use   /* NWALT class 50 230 

CASE high TC decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 231 
2002 to 1992) and Ag previously. /* change:  >2 percent loss of county Ag. 232 

   Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function  /* Fewer 233 
pixels because it disagrees with historical land cover/use dataset. 234 

     cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* NWALT class 50 235 

CASE medium TC decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for 236 
example, 2002 to 1992) and not Ag previously. /* change:  1–2 percent loss of 237 
county Ag. 238 

   Select (n * 0.7) of these pixels using rand() function. /* n is a 239 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 240 

     cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* NWALT class 50 241 

CASE low TC decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 242 
2002 to 1992) and not Ag previously. /* change:  0–1 percent loss of county Ag. 243 

   Select (n * 0.3) of these pixels using rand() function  /* n is a 244 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 245 
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     cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* NWALT class 50 246 

CASE TC decrease >0 from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 247 
to 1992) and not Ag previously and HYDE Ag loss >3. /* change >0 percent loss 248 
in Ag and HYDE loss >3 percent. 249 

   Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 250 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 251 

     cur_year_grid = Low Use  /* NWALT class 50 252 

   /* Second 5 cases: increase in county-level Ag (for example, more in 1992 than 253 
2002). 254 

   /************************************************** 255 

CASE high TC increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 256 
2002 to 1992) and Ag previously. /* change:  >2 percent gain of county Ag. 257 

   Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic; a 258 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 259 

     cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture 260 
for now. 261 

CASE high TC increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 262 
2002 to 1992) and not Ag previously. /* change:  >2 percent gain of county Ag. 263 

   Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* 264 
Fewer pixels because disagrees with historical land cover/use dataset. 265 

     cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture 266 
for now. 267 

CASE medium TC increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 268 
2002 to 1992) and A previously. /* change:  1–2 percent gain of county Ag. 269 

   Select (n * 0.7) of these pixels using rand() function  /* n is a 270 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 271 

     cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture 272 
for now. 273 

CASE low TC increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 274 
2002 to 1992) and Ag previously. /* change:  0–1 percent gain of county Ag. 275 

   Select (n * 0.3) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 276 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 277 

     cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture 278 
for now. 279 

CASE TC increase >0 from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 280 
to 1992) and Ag previously and HYDE Ag gain >3. /* change >0 percent gain in Ag 281 
and HYDE gain >3 percent. 282 
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   Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a 283 
starting point that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 284 

     cur_year_grid = Agriculture   /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture 285 
for now 286 

    default: 287 

No change. 288 

   END SWITCH  /* End Switch based on value of county TC change for that era. 289 

  END WHILE /* End while loop to identify correct number of Goal pixels to be changed. 290 

ELSE IF later_year_grid == Agriculture /* Else Agriculture that did not change. 291 

cur_year_grid = Agriculture  /* Generic  Level 1 Agriculture for now. 292 

ENDIF  /* End ELSE IF later_year_grid == Agriculture. 293 

ENDIF  /* End IF year ==1992,1982, or 1974. 294 

 295 

 296 

/*********************** 297 

/* Agriculture, Level 2: breakout “Agriculture” to Crops (43) and Pasture/Hay (44). 298 

/*********************** 299 

Calculate goal percent Pasture/Hay as percent of TC:  (CP + HayAlf)/TC for that era and region, based on 300 
change of that ratio. 301 

/* If CoA data indicates there was relatively more crop than pasture/hay than in the previous era, then 302 
our product should also. 303 

/* First, copy over or fill values as starting point from later_year_grid. 304 

IF cur_year_grid == Agriculture from above, THEN   /* Generic Level 1 agriculture. 305 

 IF year == 2002, THEN  306 

IF Agriculture in NLCD 2001, THEN /* Use NLCD 2001 coding for ’02 as starting point 307 

   cur_year_grid = Crops or Pasture/Hay  /* code from NLCD 2001 class. 308 

  ELSE   /* small number will not have been non-Ag in 2002 (rural roads): fill with 309 
NWALT 2012 class. 310 

   cur_year_grid = Crops or Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT 43 or 44, fill with what it was 311 
in 2012. 312 

  ENDIF  /* end if Ag in NLCD 2001. 313 
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 ELSE IF year == 1992, 1982, or 1974, THEN  /* Get previous year’s coding as starting point. 314 

  IF later_year_grid = Crops or Pasture/Hay 315 

   cur_year_grid = Crops or Pasture/Hay   /* Fill with later_year_grid coding to 316 
start. 317 

  ELSE        /* Else was not Ag in later_year_grid; need a 318 
reasonable start point to fill it. 319 

   Fill with a graduated number of Crops or Pasture/Hay, depending on gradation of 320 
county percent Pasture/Hay.  /* That is, counties with high Crop percent should mostly be filled 321 
with Crop. 322 

  ENDIF  /* End not Ag in later_year_grid. 323 

 ENDIF /* end if-else-if on year. 324 

 /* Break landscape into zones based on CoA ratio change above, soil capability class (soilcapclass), 325 
slope, and if it was previously Pasture/Hay or not in a historical land cover/use dataset (NLCDe 1992).   326 

SWITCH based on CoA ratio change above, soilcapclass, slope, and NLCDe 1992.   327 

 /* First 7 cases: decrease in county-level Pasture/Hay ratio of TC (for example, should be 328 
relatively less Pasture/Hay in 1992 than 2002). 329 

 /* For year 2002, the number of pixels selected in all the cases below are multiplied by 0.5 330 
(that is, change based on CoA is downweighted), because of the less confident ratio for that era (see 331 
paper). 332 

 /* The biggest change will be in the first case of both increase and decrease. 333 

 /************************************************** 334 

CASE high ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 1992) 335 
and soilcapclass favorable to Crops (<3) and low slope and NLCDe–1992 ne 81/* change:  336 
>20 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass <3, and slope <12 percent, not pasture in 1992. 337 

 Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic; a starting point 338 
that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 339 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 340 

CASE high ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  >20 percent 341 
change in ratio. 342 

 Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 343 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 344 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 345 

CASE medium-high ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 346 
2002 to 1992) and soilcapclass favorable to Crops (<3) and low slope and NLCDe-1992 ne 347 
81/* change:  10–20 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass <3, and slope <10 percent, not 348 
pasture in 1992. 349 
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 Select (n * 0.7) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 350 
original n, because less change. 351 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 352 

CASE medium-high ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  10–20 353 
percent change in ratio. 354 

 Select (n * 0.1) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 355 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 356 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 357 

CASE medium ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 358 
1992) and soilcapclass favorable to Crops (<3) and low slope and NLCDe–1992 ne 81/* 359 
change:  5–10 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass <3, and slope <9 percent, not pasture in 360 
1992. 361 

 Select (n * 0.4) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 362 
original n, because less change. 363 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 364 

CASE medium ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  5–10 365 
percent change in ratio. 366 

 Select (n * 0.05) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 367 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 368 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 369 

 370 

CASE low ratio decrease from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 1992) 371 
and soilcapclass favorable to Crops (<3) and low slope and NLCDe–1992 ne 81/* change:  372 
2–5 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass <3, and slope <8 percent, not pasture in 1992. 373 

 Select (n * 0.1) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 374 
original n, because less change. 375 

   cur_year_grid = Crops   /* NWALT class 43 376 

 /* Second 7 cases: increase in county-level Pasture/Hay ratio of TC (for example, should be 377 
relatively more Pasture/Hay in 1992 than 2002). 378 

 /************************************************** 379 

CASE high ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 1992) 380 
and soilcapclass less favorable to Crops (>= 3) and higher slope and NLCDe–1992 != a crop 381 
class/* change:  < -20 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass >= 3, and slope >8 percent, not 382 
pasture in 1992. 383 

 Select n of these pixels using rand() function.  /* n is a heuristic; a starting point 384 
that is adjusted as more or fewer pixels are needed. 385 

   cur_year_grid =Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 386 
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CASE high ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  <-20 percent 387 
change in ratio. 388 

 Select (n * 0.2) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 389 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 390 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 391 

CASE medium-high ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 392 
to 1992) and soilcapclass less favorable to Crops (>= 3) and higher slope and NLCDe-1992 393 
!=a crop class /* change:  -10 to -20 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass >= 3, and slope >9 394 
percent, not pasture in 1992. 395 

 Select (n * 0.8) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 396 
original n, because less change. 397 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 398 

CASE medium-high ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  -10 to-399 
20 percent change in ratio. 400 

 Select (n * 0.1) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 401 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 402 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 403 

CASE medium ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 404 
1992) and soilcapclass less favorable to Crops (>= 3) and higher slope and NLCDe–1992 !=a 405 
crop class /* change:  -5 to -10 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass >= 3, and slope >10 406 
percent, not pasture in 1992. 407 

 Select (n * 0.6) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 408 
original n, because less change. 409 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 410 

CASE medium ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid /* change:  -5 to-10 411 
percent change in ratio. 412 

 Select (n * 0.05) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer pixels 413 
because less likely soil/slope/NLCDe conditions. 414 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 415 

 416 

CASE low ratio increase from later_year_grid to cur_year_grid (for example, 2002 to 1992) 417 
and soilcapclass less favorable to Crops (>= 3) and higher slope and NLCDe–1992 != a crop 418 
class /* change:  -2 to -5 percent change in ratio, soilcapclass >= 3, and slope >11 percent, 419 
not pasture in 1992. 420 

 Select (n * 0.4) of these pixels using rand() function.  /* Fewer than the 421 
original n, because less change. 422 

   cur_year_grid = Pasture/Hay   /* NWALT class 44 423 

   default: 424 
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No change. 425 

  END SWITCH  /* End Switch based on value of county TC change for that era. 426 

ELSE IF later_year_grid == Agriculture /* Crop or Pasture/Hay that did not change. 427 

cur_year_grid = later_year_grid (Crop or Pasture/Hay)  /* Assign whatever it was 428 
in the later_year_grid. 429 

ENDIF  /* End ELSE IF cur_year_grid == Agriculture. 430 

 431 

/*********************** 432 

/* Grazing Potential 433 

/*********************** 434 

Buffer Water pixels in cur_year_grid by 1 km. /* Other buffers already exist in setup. 435 

IF cur_year_grid == Low Use) and (within 1 km of NHD 1:24k water body or water pixel in this year or 436 
within 500 m of NHDPlus streamline) and slope <30 percent and NLCDe 1992 == Pasture/Hay and CDL 437 
2009 == (Alfalfa, Other Hay/Alfalfa or Grassland/Pasture) and Homeland Security Infrastructure Program 438 
(HSIP) != Military, Natl Park or Developed Industrial and current year hden <124, THEN 439 

cur_year_grid = Production, Grazing Potential  /* NWALT class 45 440 

ENDIF  441 

/*********************** 442 

/* Semi-Developed classes 443 

/*********************** 444 

/* Semi-Developed, urban interface high 445 

IF cur_year_grid == Low Use and (current year hden >500 or (10-pixel expanded zone of agreement of 446 
urban from GIRAS/NLCDe 1992-NLCD 2011 and intersects 1990 Census Urban Area)), THEN 447 

cur_year_grid = Semi-Developed, Urban Interface High  /* NWALT class 31 448 

ENDIF  449 

 450 

/* Semi-Developed, urban interface low medium 451 

IF cur_year_grid == Low Use and (current year hden >16 and current year hden <= 500) and PAD grid != 452 
USGS Gap Analysis Program status 1, 2, or 3, THEN 453 

cur_year_grid = Semi-Developed, Urban Interface Low Medium  /* NWALT class 32 454 

ENDIF  455 

 456 

/* Semi-Developed; anthropogenic, other 457 
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IF cur_year_grid == Low Use and (known current (Commercial/Industrial/Recreation land use from 458 
HSIP/Esri/In-house polys/EPA point buffers or Theobald) and (GIRAS == Industrial/Transp/Confined 459 
Feeding Lots/Beaches or Mining)), THEN 460 

cur_year_grid = Semi-Developed; Anthropogenic, Other  /* NWALT class 33 461 

ENDIF  462 

/*********************** 463 

/*Developed, Level 2 464 

/*********************** 465 

/* Assume same class as previous year unless residential hden change. 466 

/* Developed pixels in this grid will always be a subset of the later_year_grid. 467 

IF cur_year_grid == Developed  468 

IF later_year_grid == 21, 22, 23, or 24 (nonresidential), THEN 469 

  cur_year_grid = later_year_grid (Developed 21–24) /* Default is start with the last year’s 470 
class. 471 

 ELSE  IF current year hden >500 /* else residential, high 472 

  cur_year_grid = Developed, Residential High Density  /* Class 25 473 

 ELSE IF current year hden >16 and current year hden <=500 /* else residential, low medium 474 

  cur_year_grid = Developed, Low-Medium Density  /* Class 26 475 

 ELSE 476 

  cur_year_grid = Developed, Other /* Class 27 477 

 ENDIF 478 

ENDIF 479 

/* Now account for urban interclass changes (for example, residential to commercial), to the degree that 480 
is possible. 481 

/* At present, this is done with very small number of manual corrections. 482 

/* Simply not reliable enough to do this in automated way back to the 1970s;  investigating how it could 483 
be done for future versions of this product. 484 

IF manual correction polys indicate interurban change, apply correct class to appropriate year. 485 

ENDIF 486 

 487 

} 488 

END /* end big do loop for each year. 489 
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 490 

 491 

/*********************** 492 

/*Timber 493 

/*********************** 494 

/*Timber is a post-processing loop: done after all other processing is complete and maintained as a 495 
series of separate annual grids. 496 

/* Result of this is a series of 14 Timber grids (cur_year_timber_grid). 497 

 498 

Do for each year 1999 through 2012. /* Have 14 Landfire disturbance grids, one for each year. 499 

{ 500 

 IF (year == 1999 through 2006)  /* Then source of Low Use pixels is NWALT 2002 grid 501 

  cur_year_grid == NWALT 2002 grid. 502 

 ELSE      /* Else, source of Low Use pixels is NWALT 2012 grid 503 

  cur_year_grid == NWALT 2012 grid. 504 

 ENDIF 505 

IF cur_year_grid == Low Use and (current year Landfire disturbance code == “clearcut,” 506 
“thinning,” “harvest,” “mastication,” “other mechanical,” or “unknown”) and (in a forest class in 507 
GIRAS, NLCDe 1992, NLCD 2001, or NLCD 2011) and hden is less than 10 and does not intersect 508 
NLCD road and outside core urban area, THEN 509 

cur_year_timber_grid = Timber  /* NWALT class 42 510 

ENDIF  511 

} 512 

END /* end loop for each year 1999–2012. 513 

 514 


